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PHS ,102.1 Nuclear Physics-Il

Marks:20

GROUP:.{

1. Answer any @ question:

a) Show that the D-state probability in deuteron is roughly 4%"

2x2:4

a) (i) How magic numbers are explained using the shell model? (ii) Estimate the Fermi

energies of neutrons and protons in the center of z$!U nucleus. Assume the density of
nuclear matter in the centre of238U to be 2 x1038 nucleus.cm3" (l+3)

b) Sow how lar the liquid-drop model is successful in explaining why U2rs is fissile to slow

neiJ{.rons but U238 is not? (1)

c) (i) Whl,the Breit-Wigner formula is called dispersion forrnula? (ii) Calculate the energy of
tlie proton detected at 90' wten 2.1 M eV deuterons are incident on 27Al to ploduce 28Al with
an energy differenceQ = 5.5 MeV (2+2)

d) (i) Why the energies olthe neutrons generated liom (a, n) sources are not mono-energetic?
(ii) Calculate the average logarithmic energ,v decrement per collision and the nunrber of
collisions required to reduce the energy of neutrons from 5 MeV to 0,5 MeV in Carbon.

Given{ = 0''l 6thrrarhon.

GROUP-C

3. Answer any one questions:

(2+2)

a) Derive the continuum theory ofnuclear reaction by neutral particles. (ii) When reF nuclide

bornbarded with protons in (p, n) reaction with sukrsequent a-particles emission occurs.

Calculate the excitation energy ot the compound nucleus that corresponds to the resonance

with a proton energy o{4.99 MeV. (4+4'l

(Turn Over)

1 x8=8

b) In n-p scattering, S-wave scattering is preciominant in the energy range belowl0
Comrnent on this observation.

c) Appling shell model, find out the spin and parity ofBef nucleus.

d) Write down about Majorana exchange folce.

GROUP.B

2. Answer any two questionss 2x4=8
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b) Write the lailures of the shell model. (ii) Firrd the erpression tbr the threshold energy (E 7r)

for an endo-ergic teaction. I:[ence, show that(E,;1)6=o = -0(1 + mr/Mr). Svmbols have rheir
usual meanings. (2+5+ I )

PHS 2102.2 Ouantum Field Theorv

Marks:20

GROUP-A

1. Answer any lgg question: 2x2=4

a) What do you mean by non-abelian synmetry?
b) State thc usefulness ofnormal ordering ofoperator.

c) Prove tlnul 1, = fi(iy,,a/' - mlyt is invariant under phase transformation ty' = e'0rl .

d) Find Noether current for the Lagrangian density L=ty(iyrd! -nt)yt .

GROUP-B

2. Answer any @ questions:

a) Show that for contplex Scaler field charge Q = Qlnd'cle - Qanrparcte

b) For real scalar field prove that n = i' +(i 6)' + ni$'

c) Evaluate [,v.A] 1"r" real scalar fie[l rrhere i" - !,1' i,t' t* tari t.

d)llt =-!f f- lindeouationotmolion.4''
GROUP-C

3. Answer any one questions: 1 x8:8
a) For Dirac field, express the foilowing quantities in tetms of creation and annihilation

operator (i) charge Q = -rl d' r rVr' yr,

(ii) Energy U = I a'xl: ryt-iy'A + ni\yt :)

b) Find the scattering anrplitude tbr the process

and explain the quantunr intert-erence tenrs.

2x4:8

ffimq.-ry


